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“Delta Cultura is my castle”

Patricia – 12 years old

About this report
This is the fifth M&E report Delta Cultura Cabo Verde (DCCV) produces in this format. As everything
inside and around the Education Center, this report is in constant development.
It is important to mention at this point that DCCV is convinced that the basic requirement for a child to
learn is a safe space where the child feels welcome, recognized the way she/he is and likes the people
around her/him. These are the necessities for a child keeping her/his natural curiosity and desire to
learn. The Education Center is offering these requirements.
The best indicators for being successful in this sense are the quotes from participants that can be found
throughout this report.

“The people from Delta Cultura are all very nice, they
treat everybody in a special way. I also made lots of new
friends at the U 16 female team where I love to train.“

Naisa – 15 years old
Creating this safe place where the children feel welcome prohibits DCCV to implement certain
established measures like doing tests or evaluating children in whatever form. This is the reason why
DCCV stopped using some M&E tools like taking school grades, doing IT evaluation tests or even
questionnaires. These tools proved contra productive in DCCVs struggle to give the children their
natural curiosity back and were unsuitable to evaluate the desired outcomes.
Besides giving the children a safe place, the Center focuses mainly on three more objectives:
 Develop soft skills:
 creativity
 critical thinking
 self-confidence
 artistic sense
 dedication
 and more
 Offer all participants access to information (free Internet access, workshops, etc.)
 provide knowledge of the Portuguese language (especially in the kindergarten)
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The methods used in this report to measure the outcomes and direct and indirect impacts are:
 Number of daily programs and events conducted
 Number of participants at daily programs and events
 Stories worth telling
Anecdotes about participants
 Quotes from participants
For a better understanding: most of the participants call the Center “Delta” … So we used this term
in the quotes.
 Quotes from stakeholders, educators and volunteers
Stakeholders (they all visited the Center in person):
 Sofia Moreira de Sousa, EU Ambassador to Cape Verde
 José Pedro Nunes Soares, Mayor of Tarrafal
 Flavia Azeredo-Cerqueira, PhD Johns Hopkins University
 Alex Esswein, professional German football player
 Renate Esswein, BASF manager
Besides evaluating the daily work, it is this report’s goal to give a general overview of the Center’s
activities, the participants, their reality and what the Center means to them.

From left to right:
Guilherme Bragança, Carla Folgôa (EU
Project Managers),
Sofia Moreira de Sousa (EU Ambassador
to Cape Verde), Florian Wegenstein
(DCCV Project Manager)

Sofia Moreira de Sousa (EU Ambassador to Cape Verde):
“I visited Delta Cultura early 2018. Myself and colleagues
were very well received by the director and staff who
demonstrated in depth knowledge of Cabo Verde
children's educational and developmental challenges. They
showed great passion for their work in developing
alternative education and social solutions for Tarrafal's
young community. The visit took place late afternoon
when most activities were already finished but I was
impressed with the facilities and equipment available at the
Education Center. Children have there a safe environment
to learn and interact. We were told they also have a direct
access to a wide range of educational, cultural, creative and
sportive activities which are not found in most educational
premises I have visited in the country, and we witnessed
those facilities. We were positively impressed with our
interlocutors’ engagement and what we were told to be
the services provided to the community”
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General information about the Center activities
The daily programmes
The different rooms/spaces and its programmes:
 “Classroom” where children can go and get help doing their
homework or get tutoring if necessary.
 IT room with IT classes twice a week for all participants and
free access to internet in the free-class hours.
 Kindergarten. There is this one room we call kindergarten
but of course the children can use the whole Center and are
also free to go and participate where they want to.
 Educational games on and off the pitch (football 3 tournaments, educational games developed by
Coaches across Continents and more)
 Art room with special activities but also open for all the children
 Music room with drumming and guitar lessons
 Language room with English, French and Portuguese classes for all interested participants.
 Multi-purpose room with regular film shows and workshops about the topic of the month (each
month one of the UN Sustainable Development goals)
 Football training with games on the weekends for U7, U9,
U11, U13 (mixed boys and girls), male U15, U17, U19,
female U17 and senior male and female teams.
 U17, senior female and male teams participate in the
regional leagues.
 Batuco sessions (drumming-singing-dancing tradition
performed by women)
In addition to the daily programs and activities, DCCV organizes educational, cultural and sportive
events.
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DCCV and the UN Sustainable Development Goals
Each month the team chooses one topic of the month related to one of the 17 UN Sustainable
Development Goals, for which the educators prepare activities, videos, computer games, etc.
An example of one of the activities conducted about the UN development goal number 1 – No poverty
– is shown in the sequence of pictures below. The activity was conducted in cooperation with an artist
from Tarrafal called Budó.

United against poverty
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The team and the volunteers
The team in 2018
In comparison to 2018 there was one person less employed. In the beginning of 2018 the art teacher
(Spanish artist) went back home after 3 years with us. He was not replaced due to financial reasons but
also because the art programs could continue (of course with a little bit less quality) without him and
there was also no adequate substitute to find.
Total fulltime employees in 2018: 14
Female: 7 / Male: 7

What I like about my work is the contact and exchange with the
children and with interested stakeholders.
What I do not like is the contact and exchange with
disinterested stakeholders who simulate interest.
Florian
Project manager/football coach

I just simply like Delta Cultura.
The work with the children is exhausting but nice at the same
time.
Marisa
Administrator and Cultural Director

What I like about my work is that I can see the positive impact
that our work has on the children.
What I do not like is when things are badly organized …
Gilson
Program Coordinator
What I like about my work is the daily, direct, emotional and
intensive contact with the children in an environment they do
not have anywhere else ...
What I do not like is the lack of a multidisciplinary crew, taken
in consideration that I have lots of ideas waiting to be
implemented …
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Mariana
Kindergarten Coordinator

What I like about my work is being a football coach and stay
with the children from the kindergarten.
What I do not like is when there are lots of meetings and even
less if the project manager gets angry.
Cutchinha
Educator / football coach

I love to work with the children. And I also like to go out for
dinner with my friends from work.
I do not like when children are not allowed to come to the
Center anymore.
Jassica
Educator / football coach

I like being a coach and I like all the programs that we conduct.
I do not like to come to work with a grumpy face.
Nene
Educator/football coach

What I like at my work is staying with children at any time in
any situation.
What I do not like is lack of communication that happens once
in a while between the staff members.
Zito
Educator/football coach

I like all the programs that happen at Delta Cultura and I also
like to meet with the staff members outside of work.
What I do not like is when we try to settle a dispute between
the children, but they do not listen to us.
Suzete
IT teacher
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I like to work with motivated children.
I do not like that we work with lots of children who always say
“I don´t know, I don´t know” … they do know, but they are
blocked, afraid of making a mistake.
Samir
Educator/Coordinator volunteers

I love to cook for the children. They are all very lovely but at
the same time tiring.
Mai
Cook

My main work is to clean the whole Center which is a hard
work. But some work I do together with the children and I also
help out in the kindergarten.
Susanna
Cleaning staff

Watching the Center every night and on all weekends and
holydays is very hard work but also very necessary. The
Center would be empty if I would not be here …
João
Watchman
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Story told by Mariana (Coordinator kindergarten)
Neymar (6 years old) was in the kindergarten for the
last two years. Now he is in school and still comes to
the Center every day. An older child from his
neighbourhood brings him to the Center every day.
But one day this other child did not go to the Center.
Neymars mother was at work. So he went straight to
his grandmothers house and “forced” his poor old
grandmother to bring him to the Center …

“Delta changed my life a lot. My way of thinking, of acting
… the way I am. I believe I could be a drug addict today if
I would not have the Center as a place where I can
always go … “
Enrique – 17 years old
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The volunteers in 2018
The number of volunteers received in 2018 was a little bit less (9) than in 2017. This is mainly due to the
augmented minimum stay of two months that DCCV implemented in the beginning of 2018.
The average duration of the volunteers staying in 2018 was 61 days.

Number of volunteers

Outstanding is the difference between female and male volunteers: more than 85% female
volunteers. This figure proofs the immense importance of female empowerment in a world that needs
more social justice.
Total volunteers in 2018: 27
Female: 23
Male: 4

23
female

3

male

20

1
Portugal

Germany

2

1

Austria Cape Verde

“I feel happy at Delta. Delta changed my life, I am much
better in school now. And with my friend Samir I learn to
speaking French ...“

Filiane – 10 years old
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The yearly DCCV staff meeting
DCCV is doing (M&E) meetings regularly during the whole year but always have two major meetings. It
is before the holidays in August that the whole staff goes into a 3 days meeting and in the beginning of
the new school year in September into a 2 days meeting.
Here are the major outcomes of the two big meetings in 2018.
Overview about what went good and what went bad in the last year (everybody had 10 minutes to
reflect):

+

-

 The financial situation 2018 / art
auction Austria
 The children learn/improve their
Portuguese
 The daily routine works well
 Communication between staff
members improved
 Lots of events / 3 days camp in July
 Give the children more voice at
the football trainings (co-decide
line up, etc.)

 Fluctuation of participants
 School
grades
of
participants unsatisfactory
 Too little money for
music activities
 Excel register sheet
 Press releases
 Lack of psychologist
 Story telling

Following a brainstorming conducted in groups we decided to take actions in a few areas. The most
important ones were:
 Delta in the districts (see description below under “data about participants”).
 Give a Data Base in commission to substitute the existing Excel sheets (see below as well).
 Give short (15 minutes) tutoring classes to the children in need of it.
 Keep better track of the school performance of the children.
 Reintroduction of attendance lists (to better control fluctuation).
 Work more closely to the parents / legal guardians = more home visits (it will be possible to register
each meeting and its outcomes in the new data base).
 Implement stakeholder statements in the yearly report.

“Gratulations for Delta Cultura for everything they have
done and are doing for the children. The work they are
doing is important and is done with lots of love.”
José Pedro Nunes Soares
Mayor of Tarrafal
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Data about participants
Since a few years DCCV registers 250 participants to the daily programs. Unfortunatly there is a more
or less strong fluctuation during the year (around 50 participants leave and new ones are taken). The
reasons are various and always have to do with lack of knowledge of the parents/legal guardians about
the Center activities and lack of communication between parents/legal guardians and the responsibles
from DCCV. A fact that is not as easy to resolve as the parents/legal guardians to not participate in
parents meetings at the Center (often tried, always with poor success).
The fact that the children love to come to the Center unfortunatly also participates to this fluctuation as
not few of the parents/legal guardians use this fact to punish the children by not leting them come to the
Center anymore (“punish them where it hurts”).
The DCCV Excel Data Sheet (got in use after the Infocus M&E data base stopped working) used for
registration of participants and keeping track of their development, proved more and more unsuitable to
fullfill the necessities.
DCCV took two actions in 2018 to resolve these problems:
 Delta in the districts: at least once a month (first times in September 2018, for registering new
participants) all staff of the Center go to different meeting points at the districts of Tarrafal (each
month a different one) equipped with a musicbox, a microphone, a screen, a videobeam and of
course together with our Batuco group. We talk about our activities, we show pictures and videos
about them and we talk to the people who show up (a lot as Batuco always calls them to the street).
We also use this opportunity to talk about our topic of the month (one of the 17 SDGs).

Pictures from “Delta Cultura in the districts”
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 DCCV gave a “real” data base in comission. Two woman who stayed with DCCV for many years and
than went to study computer science are working on this data base which will satisfy all the needs
(register with basic information, possibility to add profound information about the participant,
control if fluctuation of participants gets more or less, etc.). The data base will be ready by the
beginning of 2019 and it will always be possible to upgrade it with new functions.

Screenshots from the new DCCV data base

Story told by Gilson (Program Coordinator)
I was in the art room with Nelly (6 years
old) and other kids. Nelly was in the
kindergarten the last two years and now
goes to school.
Nelly was just talking Portuguese instead
of Creole like usually. When I started to
talk Portuguese as well she asked me:
“Hey, where did you learn Portuguese?”
I told her that I learned just by talking to people. “And you Nelly? Why do you like
speaking Portuguese so much?”
“Me? Maybe YOU like speaking Portuguese, but I LOVE speaking Portuguese!”
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This report focuses on the direct beneficiaries, the participants of the daily programmes and events that
can be counted (see graphs beneath). Of course there are many different kind of indirect beneficiaries as
well:
 The educational programmes of the Center improve the school performance of the participants and
therefore the education level in the public schools (4.200 students) in general.
 Offering activities in children’s free time disburden the parents or legal guardians who can focus more
on their work or finding a job.
 The Center runs many cleaning and beautification activities (see number and kind of events) in the
whole community. The whole population (9.000 inhabitants in the city of Tarrafal) benefits from
these activities.
 DCCV brought around 100.000€ from international funders to Tarrafal. This money helps the local
economy in general to develop.
There are 4 different types of participants:
 Participants of the daily programmes (registered in the data base)
 Participants who only participate in the football activities (registered in the data base)
 Participants who only participate in the Batuco (drumming- singing- dancing tradition) activities
(registered in the data base)
 Participants of events (if possible counted; at large events estimated)

“One day Marcilia told me that she now does not want
to go to school anymore but only to Delta … “

Mother of Marcilia (6 years
old)
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Overall participants registered in 2018
The unsatisfactory higher number of male participants registered is due to the higher number of male
football players in the higher age groups.
Total participants 2018: 373
Female: 174
Male: 199

Female
47%

Male
53%

Story told by Rita (volunteer from Portugal)
“Romila is 15 years old. The first years of her life she grew up in prison because both,
father and mother were jailed when she was born. 5 years ago her sister Lory was born
and it was practically Romila who grew her up as the parents are at work during the
day. For two years Romila came to the Center always with her small sister. Only since
this year, when her sister is in kindergarten, she can enjoy the Center and its offers the
way she likes too. She is an excellent football player.
Besides all these problems throughout her childhood, Romila is a child with a huge
heart, always available to help the others … “
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Division of overall participants by age and gender

Story told by Jassica (educator kindergarten / football coach)
To understand this story I have to explain two
things. In Tarrafal there are people who sell “ice
cream” they make at home and they put and sell it
on a simple wooden stick.
We educators from the kindergarten built a lot of
toys out of trash and other things like boxes and
more.
Marco (4 years old) seemed to have realised that. His mother told me that one day at
home she was eating one of these ice creams and once she finished she put the wooden
stick into the garbage. Marco was shocked:”Nooo, don´t through it away. In the
kindergarten they will make toys out of it!”
17

Division of participants by gender and programmes they participate in

Story told by Cutchinha (educator kindergarten / football coach)
The children from the kindergarten all bring their snacks
to take in the morning. As lots of them came with sweets
we talked to them and explained why sweets are not
good for them.
The mother of Briane (4 years old) told me that the
other day she gave Briane 20 Escudos to go and buy a
lolly pop but he refused to go: ”Don´t you know that lolly
pops destroy your teeth?”
Participants of the football activities by age group and gender
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Development of number of registered participants

Number of participants

The number of registered participants increased by 145,39% from 2012/2013 to 2017/2018

317

342

379

373

267
219
152

Story told by Theresa (volunteer from Austria) and Inês (volunteer from Portugal)
One day at Delta the kids who just finished their homework asked Ines and me, if we
could dance with them, because they wanted to show us some typical dance moves.
Then the staff from Delta and the kids proved their spontaneity like on many other
days. We opened all the doors at Sala 5, picked the music boxes from the kindergarten,
turned on the music and started to dance. Soon it became a dance competition
between the kindergarten-children and the bigger ones. A lot of children joined us, the
others were watching and clapping their hands. Everybody enjoyed this spontaneous
competition and had lots of fun.
Like this, one more day went by in the best “school” I have ever seen: Delta Cultura
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Participants at events
Total participants at events in 2018: 8135
Often the participants of the different events are also participants of the daily programmes. But not
always and not only.
The unsatisfactory fact of more male participants at events is due to the fact that at football games
organised the opponent teams do not show up with girls in the lower age groups. So something that
DCCV cannot influence a lot. Only by being an example to other teams.

Female: 2521
Male: 5614

> 15: 1734
< 15: 6401

> 15
21%

Female
31%

Male
69%

Flavia Azeredo-Cerqueira, PhD
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
USA
Director and senior lecturer
Portuguese Language Program

< 15
79%

“I had the pleasure to visit Delta Cultura for a week in
March 2018, and it was a life changing experience for
me. I was impressed with the passion of the directors,
Florian and Marisa, and the dedication of their staff.
Everyone does their best to engage the children and
offer the best social and educational environment. I plan
to visit Delta Cultura again and to donate my time and
expertise on behalf of their cause.”
Flavia Azeredo-Cerqueira already did visit Delta Cultura
again to implement a Cooperation between Johns
Hopkins University and Delta Cultura. In January 2019
she will come back with students from the University.
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Number of participants divided by kind of event

Number of participants

6064

Male
Female
5053

1225

831

489

66
765

Cultural
events

Renate Esswein, Head of Global
Care Chemicals Academy at
BASF

1011

736

Sportive
events

Educational
events

15
9-6

Staff training

“First of all thank you Delta Cultura for this invitation.
What affected me most was the warm welcome from
everyone: from you, from your team, from all the kids.
And thank you for the insight you gave us into your
work here. I believe this visit will have a huge impact on
my son. He always was interested in social projects, but
it is different to say I want to donate money to help
people or if you see all these kids here and you see how
big the impact is if you can only give them time, to give
them a smile, to play soccer with them … I am sure this
was not the last time that Alex visited a social project …
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Development of event participants

Number of participants

The number of participants increased by 105,74% from 2014 to 2018

8135
7136

5379
3954
3508
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Story told by Florian (project manager / educator)
I was sitting in the classroom with Solene (11 years old)
and a few other boys and girls. They were just joking
around, when Solene took the notebook of a boy sitting
next to her. She had a look at it and started laughing and
making fun of the boy:” ha ha this is a girls notebook … “
But then she suddenly stopped, put her hand in front of
her mouth and looked shocked … “oh no”, she said very
seriously, “Gender equality … “

“Delta Cultura is like a school, but it is not a school …
but here we learn a lot. For example I learn French and
English. My life would be different without Delta Cultura
…“
Carol – 10 years old
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Alex and Renate Esswein visit the Education Center
In June 2018 DCCV had the honour to host Alex and Renate Esswein. Alex is professional football
player from Hertha BSC Berlin and makes part of the Common Goal movement and Renate, his
mother, is Head of Global Care Chemicals Academy at BASF. The visit was organized by The Third
Half an international organisation specialised in social travels.
The visit was a great experience for all participants. For Alex and Renate, for the DCCV staff and of
course for all the participants of the Center who played football with Alex.

There are three interviews about this visit on DCCV youtube:
One from Florian (project manager DCCV) with Alex:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvWjup9sDR8
One from Florian with Renate:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=usG0RQSlVyY&t=97s
One from Alex with Gilson (program coordinator DCCV):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhvPNdg0RLc&t=351s
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DCCV at the World Cup in Russia
It was thanks to FIFA Foundation that DCCV was able to send a 6-people-delegation to the FIFA
Foundation Festival 2018. This huge event with more than 40 organizations from all around the world
happened at the same time as the FIFA World Cup 2018 in Moscow.
The DCCV delegation (see picture) spent 11
days in the Russian capital (only Cutchinha as the
young leader of the delegation spent 15 days
more as she had to travel first) and benefited
from various workshops about leadership, social
change and Football for Good. Cultural events
also made part of the programs, before the
highlight – a 2 day football 3 tournament on the
Red Square in Moscow – took place. It definitely
was an unforgettable experience for all the
members of our delegation.
From left to right: Marcilia (player), Cutchinha (Young Leader),
Gilson (Delegation Leader) Celia, Balak, Enrique (players)

Our young leader Cutchinha came back all excited: „It was a wonderful experience to meet all these
people from different cultures, to exchange ideas with them. Even if I sometimes had problems to
understand – as my English is not that good – there was always somebody to help me out with
translation.”
DCCV is very grateful to have been able to give these young people this opportunity, because as
Cutchinha says: “travelling is widening your horizon. It is very interesting to meet people from totally
different realities … I know that it is true what somebody once said: travelling is the best university“.
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The programmes
In total the Center conducted 3962 educational activities in 2018.

Batuco sessions
Music sessions
Kindergarten

76
152
190

Educational Games

380

Artistic activities

380

Homework/Tutoring sessions

380

Language Classes

684

IT classes

760

Football Trainings

960

This numbers were calculated as followed:
 38 weeks of activities per year; 5 days a week (=190 days); this is without weekends and July when
the Center does only events; in August the Center is closed
 In football there are 10 age groups and each group trains twice a week (also in July)
 In the IT classes there are 4 classes per day with different age groups (each twice a week)
 Homework sessions, artistic activities and educational games happen on a daily basis for the children
who come in the mornings and the ones in the afternoon.
 Kindergarten: the graph shows the number of days that the kindergarten was open. Each day happen
lots of activities in the kindergarten.
 Music sessions: twice a week for the morning and the afternoon participants
 Batuco: twice a week

“Delta Cultura is a place of relaxation and of learning in a
fun way. I feel very free here. I do not know what I
would be today without Delta Cultura but I know that I
changed a lot since I come here.“
Jó – 15 years old
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Activity per child
The graph below gives an example of how many activities one child is involved in during one year. For
2018 we choose Solene who is 11 years old and comes to the Center since 2013. In total she was
involved in 741 educational activities in 2018.

15

Football Games

34

Events
Music sessions

76

Language Classes

76

IT classes

76

Football Trainings

84

Artistic activities

76

Educational Games

114

Homework/Tutoring sessions

190

These numbers were calculated as followed:
 38 weeks of activities per year; 5 days a week (=190 days)
 Homework groups: she does her homework every day at the Center
 Educational games: this number can only be estimated as there are games happening all the time …
We estimated that she participates in the games 3 times per week.
 Artistic activities: she goes at least 2 times a week to the art room
 Football trainings: she trains twice a week in 42 weeks per year
 IT, language classes and music sessions: twice a week
 Events: estimated number of participation
 Football games: her age group had 15 games in 2018
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Number of events conducted in 2018
DCCV conducted a total of 143 events in 2018.
In the graph below, you can see the number of events divided in sportive, educational and cultural
events. Of course, this separation is not a clear and exact one. Many of the sportive events (like football
3 tournaments but also “normal” football games) are educational as well. Same counts for cultural
events.

Sportive events are mainly:
 Football games (friendly games, championship games and tournaments – 144 in total):
 U7 (boys and girls): 9
 U9 (boys and girls): 9
 U11 (boys and girls): 15
 U13 (male): 18
 U15 (male): 18
 U17 (male): 18
 U17 (female): 18
 U19 (male): 15
 Senior male: 13
 Senior female: 11
 Football 3 tournaments (3)
The difference between total football games organized and number of games of each age group is due to
the fact that at many tournaments there are more than one age group participating.
Educational events are mainly:
 Workshops / Discussion groups about certain relevant topics (19)
 Excursions of the kindergarten children (10)
 Debates (10)
 Cleaning campaigns at the beach (3)
Cultural events are mainly:
 Batuco performances (27)

Staff training
 2 day workshop about signs of sexual abuse
and how to react
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Development of number of events

Number of events

The number of events increased by 248,78% from 2014 to 2018.

143

154

143

82
41
2014

2015

2016

Alex Esswein, football player from
Hertha BSC Berlin

2017

2018

“I enjoyed the visit very much. It was a great experience
for me … what I liked most were the faces of the
children when I stepped into the Center. The children
were all smiling even I did not do anything just playing
football with them … I think Delta Cultura is doing such
a good job. Giving the children hope, giving them a
future … “

Story told by Suzete (IT teacher)

Marcilia (14 years old) came into the IT room and found
all the computers occupied by boys … she had a look
around for a short while and than asked a question that
made everybody in the IT room look around: “So what
about gender equality?”
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The Center – a safe place for encounters and exchange
The Center is a safe place where encounters and exchange are happening on a daily basis. Everybody
(children, youths, educators, volunteers) exchange and learn from one another …
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Adimilson de Jesus Sanches Lopes (Manecas)
– joined Delta Cultura for 9 years
Manecas is now 24 years old. He joined Delta Cultura from the age of 9 until he finished school with
18. He grew up together with his mother and his sister. His father lives close to their house but as
Manecas says the most they talk is hello and good buy. He never had a close relationship with him.
Asking Manecas about his childhood the first thing he says is:
“I suffered a lot from bullying in school and on the streets,
because other children considered me ugly. One of the only
places I remember where I did not suffer from bullying was at
the Education Center.
“It was only in my teens when I was able to decide that this
bullying will not make me sad anymore … “
His mother always struggled with financial problems but at
the same time taught Manecas that education and respect for
other people is the most important thing in life. So when
Manecas was 11 years old he decided to help his mother with
paying for his and his sister’s school. He spent a lot of time at
the beach, helping fishermen and selling sea shells to tourists.
“This is why lots of people in Tarrafal believe that I did not
finish school as they always saw me on the beach. But I did
and I was one of the best students in English.”
Manecas first memory of Delta Cultura was when he hurt his ankle at the football training and that his
trainer – at that time it was Florian – took care of him throughout his recuperation.
“When the Center was built”, remembers Manecas, “I was participating in the IT classes besides
playing football. It was the first time I got in contact with IT. But I also studied a lot for school at the
Center and also helped out the smaller children doing their homework. The Center was a very nice
and important place for me. It was there and at home where I learned the social skills that helped me
to be the respected person I am today. I realized very soon, that what Delta Cultura is teaching is not
only football. Delta Cultura was and is teaching social skills that help the community of Tarrafal a lot
… by the way I realized very young that my talent for playing football will not be enough to become a
professional player. But of course I continued to play anyway.”
Since Manecas got in contact with tourists, he developed
the desire to learn English. “Lots of people say that I have
talent for languages. But you know talent is not enough. It
needs dedication.”
He remembers when he and his friend found an English
newspaper at the beach and started to read it from the
beginning to the end without understanding anything,
spelling words the way they thought they have to be spelt.
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Later he learned English in school and also at the Center. “The difference to other students was that I
always practised my English with tourists. That was how I became one of the best English students in
Tarrafal.”
After Manecas finished school he had the wish to go study in the capital of Praia but his financial
situation would not let him realize this dream. But he got the chance to participate in a 3 months
training for tourist guides.
“They choose 24 students. Unfortunately I was not making part of them in the beginning. But the day
that the training started they called me and said I can participate if I want to because somebody
dropped out. By the end of the training I was the best student in theory and practice. This course
initialised my passion to be a guide. At that time I did not have that many tourists yet but it helped to
survive.”
After a few years Manecas had to do a 6
months government course to become an
official guide. As the municipality would not
help him to finance this course he took a
job at the airport and finished the course
successfully.
“When I came back to Tarrafal as an official
guide I started to run behind all the tourist
agencies and put up flyers in all the hotels in
Tarrafal. The assignments got more and
more. Today I have nearly every day a
tourist group to go hiking with and I can
make a good living.”
Asking Manecas about his dreams for the future he does not have to think a lot:
“I saved enough money over the last 4 years to very soon be able to build my mother her own house.
I am thinking of starting the construction in a few weeks’ time … And my big dream is to learn
German and then have my own agency one day.”
“Manecas what do you think made your success story possible?”
“Many things. But you know, I did so many mistakes in my childhood, I was often very close to use a
wrong path. It was my mother and Delta Cultura that helped me not to lose myself. And today I am
saying to myself that I do not want to do the same mistakes again … “
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Summary
The most significant positive numbers and successes of DCCV and the Center in 2018
 The quotes, especially from participants, proof that the Center is the safe place where participants
can develop their skills. For many participants it is, as for example Patricia (12 years old) says: Delta
is my castle.
 Increase of participants:
 Participants registered for regular programs: 154,39% increase from 2012/2013 (152) to
2018/2019 (373).
 Participants of events: 105,74% increase from 2014 (3954) to 2018 (8135)
 In total the Center conducted 3962 educational activities in 2018.
 As an example we had a look at Solene’s participations in 2018. She participated in 741 educational
activities in 2018.
 In addition to the regular (daily or weekly) programs, DCCV organized and conducted 143 cultural,
sportive and educational events in 2018.
 DCCV, especially through the female football teams participated in women empowerment and
gender equality. Not to say that enough was done in this sense but DCCV is constantly talking to
girls and boys about these issues and is always looking for possibilities to implement new programs to
reinforce woman empowerment.

Story told by Xana (volunteer from Portugal)

It was in the art room where I showed Oliver (15 years
old) a different kind of knot to make a bracelet. It took
only a few minutes and he taught all the other kids in
the art room what he just learned. It was not only the
fact that he shared his knowledge that impressed me but
the way the children interacted in a very interested and
creative manner.
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Lessons learned
DCCV’s objective to give the children a safe place where they can develop their skills could be reached
(see quotes from the children, educators and volunteers). This brought up two new unexpected
problems:
o There are (far too many) parents/legal guardians who punish their children by not letting them go to
the Center. They believe this is a perfect educational tool …
o There are (far too many) parents/legal guardians who do not let the children come to the Center
anymore if the school grades are getting (even only slightly) lower. Taking in consideration that Delta
Cultura works with children from difficult social and economic background who often have learning
disabilities this is a very counterproductive punishment.
DCCV took two measurements (described in detail above) to resolve this problem, knowing that it will
not be resolved from one day to another. The two measurements are:
 A more profound data base will be in place from 2019 onwards.
 DCCV started a new program called Delta in the districts. DCCV, instead of calling the parents to the
Center (what does not work), goes to the districts to talk to them.
It is difficult to achieve the desired outcomes and impact considering that the children are only 3 hours
per day at the Center. The rest of the day many of the participants spend in violent environments in
school (teachers still beating up children) at home (parents beating up their children for misbehavior)
and in the streets (bullying, peer-pressure, etc.).
Measurements that DCCV took:
 The kindergarten was the first measurement that DCCV took already in 2016.
 Since years it is DCCVs aim to become a private school free of charge for the participants. Legal
obstacles and lack of funding did not let this dream come true yet.
The work with volunteers showed benefits for the participants: getting in contact with other cultures
and languages (especially Portuguese), getting more attention (what the participants really need) and
more.
At the same time working with volunteers brings obstacles as well: the behavior of some volunteers
outside the Center activities, their different ideas about education and the problem for the children who
get in emotional relationship with volunteers that after a short while leave.
Measurements DCCV took:
 Better preparation of the volunteers already before they come to Tarrafal and once they arrived. The
partner organization Para Onde is collaborating very well with DCCV.
 Dismissing volunteers if necessary (2 in 2018).

“Delta Cultura is like a home for me. When I go there I
always find friends there who are ready to help me. I
now have much more friends than I had before.”

Leonilde – 10 years old
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Impressions of the Center
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Delta Cultura in the social media
 https://www.flickr.com/photos/deltacultura
 https://twitter.com/deltacultura
 https://www.youtube.com/user/fusan
 https://www.facebook.com/deltacultura
 Promotional video produced in 2018:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSEJS0lnizc
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Our main partners in 2018
All the activities shown above were possible thanks to our strong and dedicated partners. Besides Delta
Cultura in Austria and Germany our main partners in 2018 were (in alphabetical order):
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